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e-GDS launches the new expected version of its solution, with a new Responsive
BackOffice Interface and new functionalities to improve e-commerce and
e-management in Hospitality.

With a Responsive BackOffice and a Customizable Dashboard for a better user experience, this
new version of e-GDS still have all the e-GDS functionalities available, balanced with new
innovative features.
With a new interface (very intuitive and adaptable to any device) and essentially developed to
optimize daily operations and business, we are launching some new possibilities with e-GDS for
User BackOffice Experience, for Booking Engine FrontEnd and also for Channel Management.
The result of +15 years of market knowledge & analysis to improve the hotelier experience is
this new version of e-GDS Platform that combines marketing features as Conversion Pop-Up,
Customer Satisfaction Survey or Self-Customizer Frontend Layout for engagement, Guest
Reviewer for Reputation Management, with some e-Commerce and Yield Features as Master
Rates or even Rate Shopping.
These new possibilities increase the previous version that include, per example, Massive and
Bulk Operations, Centralized Rates & Inventory Management and 100+ and growing certified
XML connections with all major OTA's, Wholesalers and Metasearchs.
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e-GDS Presentation
e-GDS is a complete and fully integrated platform with multi-service, multi-product, cross-selling
and multi-hotel features.
Empowered with Social Network, Responsive Booking Engines and a Channel Manager with
certified integrations, e-GDS platform is a fully Hotel Booking System that allows you to take full
potential of Internet Sales: enhance your Internet Sales Distribution, Maximize Revenue and Cut
Down Costs!
e-GDS software solutions were created to allow hotels to explore the Web and all its sales
channels, with total independency and the highest return. Obvious results in terms of optimizing
management and volume of sales!
e-GDS allows you to sell any kind of additional product or service with or without your rooms,
increasing your businesses.
Combining low effort management with automatic update on all online sale channels;
independent online presence with the hotel own brand at low costs, truly dynamic packaging
with a responsive booking engine, the e-GDS Integrated Solution platform is a set of powerful
tools that enable strategic growth.
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